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ABSTRACT
Semantic segmentation is an established while rapidly evol-
ving field in medical imaging. In this paper we focus on the
segmentation of brain Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI)
into cerebral structures using convolutional neural networks
(CNN). CNNs achieve good performance by finding effec-
tive high dimensional image features describing the patch
content only. In this work, we propose different ways to in-
troduce spatial constraints into the network to further reduce
prediction inconsistencies.
A patch based CNN architecture was trained, making use
of multiple scales to gather contextual information. Spatial
constraints were introduced within the CNN through a dis-
tance to landmarks feature or through the integration of a pro-
bability atlas. We demonstrate experimentally that using spa-
tial information helps to reduce segmentation inconsistencies.
Index Terms— brain MRI segmentation, CNN, spatial
context, landmarks, probability atlas
1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-Atlas methods[1, 2] are one of the main approaches
for the segmentation of brain structures : the segmentation
maps produced individually by a set of atlas are combined
for better quality. Machine learning can be used to improve
the segmentation mapping or the label fusion of multi-atlas
methods [3, 4]. It can also be used by itself for MR brain
image segmentation [5, 6, 7].
Following the democratization of deep neural networks,
[8] proposed an approach where a CNN is trained to predict
the class of the center pixel of a patch. The segmentation map
is obtained by applying the trained model as a sliding window
over the image. Other variants [7, 9] integrate patches of dif-
ferent sizes and resolutions, across parallel branches, in order
to bring more contextual information to the network.
Recently another contribution based on an encoder-
decoder architecture, shown its efficiency for brain segmen-
tation [6] by firstly pre-training a CNN on a dataset annotated
with FreeSurfer and optimizing a custom loss function during
fine-tuning. This method produced state of the art segmenta-
tion maps. However, this type of architecture requires storing
large features maps, which leads to memory consumptions
issues. In this paper we chose to work on patch-based segmen-
tation models, which provide interesting modeling properties
to partially constrained problems.
Multi-atlas segmentation approaches [1, 2, 3, 4] based on
diffeomorphic registration methods are known to preserve the
topology of the structures. Unlike atlas based segmentation
methods, patch based CNN do not use the spatial position of
the patch within the image volume. We propose and evaluate
several ways to incorporate this prior knowledge to existing
by-patch architectures, in order to yield better constraints lear-
ned from spatial features.
The integration of spatial information in a brain segmen-
tation model was explored in [10], where a nearest neighbor
classifier combines voxel level intensities and spatial know-
ledge. Patch-based segmentation CNN using spatial features
have also been proposed in the literature, [11] used a combi-
nation of spatial coordinates and landmarks, which requires a
pre-segmentation, [9] proposed to use a vector composed of
distance to centroids, which requires to iterate a number of
times to improve the estimates. In this paper, unlike [9] and
[11], we propose an architecture to integrate spatial context
knowledge in any patch based CNN segmentation method,
without requiring any kind of initialization nor iteration and
is robust to degenerate cases such as nested structures.
We show the benefit of our approach, which does not
require additional annotation, by applying it to a multi-
resolution CNN, on the multi-atlas brain segmentation chal-
lenge of MICCAI 2012.
In section 2. we first present the multi-resolution CNN
and show how we introduce spatial context and information a
priori. In section 3. we present the dataset and the evaluation
metrics, followed by the implementation details. Finally in
section 4. we illustrate and comment the obtained results.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the network, composed of a 2D multi-resolution CNN (BaseNet), 3dBranch for the 3D input, DistBranch
for the distances to landmarks and ProbBranch to integrate knowledge from the probability atlas.
2. METHODS
Our segmentation model is composed of a multi-resolution
CNN (BaseNet), which is extended by tree additional branches
(3dBranch, DistBranch, ProbBranch), each bringing more in-
formation and spatial context. Note that each of the additional
branch can be used separately, as an individual component.
2.1. Multi-Resolution CNN
In Fig 1, we describe the main 2D multi-resolution clas-
sifier, named BaseNet in the remainder of the paper. It is
composed of 3 branches inspired from [7, 9]. The three
branches are similar, having as input 25x25 patches but with
three different scales. The two coarser patches are created by
subsampling the original ones (of size 512 and 712), so that
a larger context is accounted without increasing the number
of parameters. The features produced by the three branches
are concatenated and a 1x1 convolution is applied in order to
reduce the feature space while keeping consistent informa-
tion. Finally three consecutive fully connected layers are used
to produce the scores together with the softmax function. To
take advantage of the volumetric nature of the data, we try
to test the importance of using a 3D branch (3dBranch). For
doing this, a patch of size 153 is extracted and merged into the
network with a dedicated branch. The size of the 3D patch
is chosen to limit the brutal increase of parameters due to
convolutions with 3D kernels while focusing on the fine scale
information.
The BaseNet architecture is used as an initial basis block
throughout this article and will serve as reference to measure
the performance of the proposed following branches.
2.2. Spatial information
Although the spatial position within the brain is a relevant
information for brain structure segmentation, the classifica-
tion produced by the BaseNet CNN relies on the patch content
only. We propose to introduce a spatial representation of the
patch position.
Let L be a set of landmarks defined uniformly along each
axis of the input volume, where L ⊂ R3. For a patch cente-
red at position x, we evaluate D ∈ R|L|, the euclidean dis-
tance vector of x to each landmarks in L. Unlike [9, 11], our
landmarks are evenly distributed along each axis of the input
image, they are not related to any region of the brain, thus do
not require any pre-segmentation. As the landmarks are on a
regular grid, D can be represented as a 3D image, which en-
ables the use of convolutional layers. This distance image D
serves as input to the DistBranch composed of convolutions
with different kernel sizes, inspired from the inception mo-
dule in [12] and finally merged with the second fully connec-
ted layer. The use of a radial basis function kernel to norma-
lize the input distance image D has also been evaluated :
rbf(D) = exp(−αD2) α ∈ R+
2.3. A priori via probability atlas
We also considered to account for the voxel position into
the BaseNet segmentation by merging the CNN probability
output with a more standard single probabilistic atlas seg-
mentation. For a given voxel, the class probability vector ac-
cording to the probabilistic atlas passes through three fully
connected layers of size ` each, where ` is the number of
classes. The output is summed to the BaseNet output just be-
fore the softmax function. This change is described as Prob-
Branch in Fig 1.
Model Dice Hausdorff MSD Nparam
BaseNet 0.694 ± 0.17 40.26 ± 40.12 1.74 ± 2.14 1 249 415
BaseNet + DistBranch 0.720 ± 0.14 10.09 ± 5.41 1.10 ± 0.64 1 508 511
BaseNet + ProbBranch 0.700 ± 0.17 32.38 ± 36.90 1.50 ± 1.80 1 304 090
BaseNet + DistBranch + ProbBranch 0.723 ± 0.14 9.95 ± 5.29 1.10 ± 0.65 1 563 186
BaseNet + DistBranch + ProbBranch + 3dBranch 0.733 ± 0.14 9.99 ± 5.63 1.07 ± 0.63 2 847 794
Full (all branches + augmentation + supervision) 0.748 ± 0.14 9.66 ± 5.46 1.00 ± 0.59 2 847 794
UNet (with max unpooling) [6] 0.708 ± 0.16 51.92 ± 40.73 2.14 ± 3.01 599 040
Table 1: Distance and similarity metrics for each best performing models. MSD is the mean surface distance and Nparam is the
number of parameters of the network. All the metrics are averaged over the test dataset. (average ± standard deviation)
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Data
The dataset is composed of 1.5T MRI from the OASIS
project, it was distributed during the multi-atlas segmenta-
tion challenge of MICCAI 2012. The images were manually
segmented into ` = 135 classes (structures and background).
The original training dataset (15 images) was split into two
non-overlapping sets : training (10 images), validation (5
images). The test dataset (20 images) is used to assert the
performance of the models on unseen data. The images were
affine registered to a reference atlas with FSL Flirt[13]. All
the images were skull striped, using a brain extraction soft-
ware. The mean and standard deviation were estimated on the
training set, all the images were finally mean centered and
reduced.
3.2. Evaluation
The different methods discussed in this work were evalua-
ted using the Dice coefficient, the Hausdorff distance dH and
the mean surface distance dmsd :
dice(X,Y ) =
2|X ∩ Y |
|X|+ |Y | ,
dH(X,Y ) = max{sup
x∈X
d(x, Y ), sup
y∈Y
d(y,X)},
dmsd(X,Y ) =
1
2
∑
x∈X
d(x, Y )
|X | +
∑
y∈Y
d(y,X)
|Y |
 ,
where X and Y are two segmentation maps of a same label.
d is defined as the minimal distance between a point and a set.
3.3. Implementation details
The number of landmarks was fine-tuned experimentally
on the validation dataset, by varying the parameter from 33 to
103 points. We noticed an increase in precision until 73 and
kept this parameter as a good balance between performance
and processing time. We evaluated several representations for
the distance image D : a 1D vector, a set of 2D images or a
3D volume. The 2D approach showed to be a good balance
between the moderate performance of the 1D model and the
cost of the 3D model because of the 3D convolutions. In the
radial basis function, the value of α was set to 0.01.
The cross-entropy is used as the cost function. The nume-
rical optimization was performed with SGD, with an initial
learning rate lr0 = 1e−3 and a momentum of 0.9. As in [14]
the learning rate was updated at each epoch with the poly rate
policy :
poly(iter) = lr0 ∗
(
1− iter
maxiter
)power
Where iter is the index of the epoch, maxiter the maximum
number of epochs and power = 0.9. Batch of size 256 gave
the best results. ReLU is the default activation function. Our
’Full’ model is composed of all the branches, uses auxiliary
losses and data augmentation.
3.3.1. Regularization & Auxiliary Loss
To prevent overfitting of the model, we used l2 regulari-
zation, defined by an additional penalty term on the objective
function λ2w
2. Dropout [15] was used for regularization, by
randomly setting units output to 0. To ease the training of the
network, we used auxiliary cost functions as advised in [12],
at two different locations (BaseNet, DistBranch). An auxiliary
loss consists of a fully connected layer attached to a branch,
followed by a softmax function. The global loss is composed
by the network’s loss and the auxiliary losses.
3.3.2. Class imbalance & Data Augmentation
Because the anatomical regions of the brain have varying
volumes, sampling from the original distribution produces
class imbalance. We tried to balance the classes by adjusting
the weights accordingly in the cross-entropy cost function,
unfortunately we did not see any improvement.
In order to increase the variability of the images for better
generalization, random data augmentations were applied on
the largest 2D patch, by combining rescale with a factor in
the range [0.9 ;1.1] and rotation in the range [-10 ;10] degrees.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 2: Illustration of the segmentations. Coronal slice (a) and associated segmentation maps : ground truth (b), Full (c), Base-
Net+DistBranch (d) and BaseNet (e). The segmentations were obtained on one patient of the test dataset.
Model Dice Hausdorff
distance 0.703 ± 0.17 15.84 ± 12.04
distance + rbf 0.452 ± 0.36 66.02 ± 40.19
distance + conv 0.720 ± 0.14 10.09 ± 5.41
distance + conv + rbf 0.718 ± 0.17 10.42 ± 5.82
Table 2: Comparison of methods to integrate distance to land-
marks, performance measured using the dice similarity and
the Hausdorff distance. (average ± standard deviation)
4. RESULTS
To evaluate the optimal way of integrating the distances to
landmarks into the BaseNet CNN, we tested the performance
of four architectures, table 2 shows the results obtained. It is
clear that using the radial basis function to normalize does not
really help, consequently we chose not to include it. As a mat-
ter of fact, it seems the CNN is able to adjust the signal values
with the help of linear operations, such as convolutions. This
assumption is underpinned by the poor result of the model
’distance with rbf’. We decide ultimately to integrate 2D dis-
tances into the network with convolution layers and without
any kind of normalization.
Figure 2 shows an example of segmentation maps we pro-
duced with the tested models. A real performance gap can
be noticed between BaseNet(e) and BaseNet+DistBranch (d),
where the first detects background between the left and right
lateral ventricles and the second is able to recover smooth
structures.
In table 1, we can notice the impact of each branch in this
incremental setup. Adding each of them successively brings
better results. The 2D multi-resolution model (BaseNet) com-
bined with the distance integration (DistBranch) shows a no-
ticeable decrease in the average and standard deviation of the
Hausdorff distance, thus reducing serious segmentation is-
sues, with the help of better spatial constraints. The best mo-
del is finally a combination of all the proposed branches, lea-
ding to an average dice of 0.748. In comparison, [9] which is
the only to our knowledge to have used a by-patch segmenta-
tion approach for the original 135 classes problem, proposed
a model composed of 30M parameters and reached an average
dice of 0.725. Our model has 10 order of magnitude less para-
meters, with a better average dice. With this model, we would
have been ranked 5th of the multi-atlas segmentation chal-
lenge at MICCAI 2012, with a segmentation time per image
of approximately 9 minutes.
We briefly compare to a UNet [16] like encoder-decoder
architecture inspired from [6], with skip-connections and max
unpooling. It was trained to segment slice by slice, optimi-
zed only with cross-entropy and dice loss, on the same data-
set. It showed encouraging dice similarity, but poor Hausdorff
performance, demonstrating that patch based segmentation is
still a competitive task for brain segmentation.
5. CONCLUSION
In this study, we set a framework to integrate spatial
constraints into any patch based classification network. We
showed that integrating distances to landmarks into a 2D
multi-resolution CNN can help reduce segmentation incohe-
rence. Adding information from a probability atlas together
with 3D patch helps to minimize segmentation errors further.
Encoder-decoder segmentation architecture showed promi-
sing results in terms of speed and performance, future work
could be done to introduce specific spatial constraints in such
model to reduce segmentation inconsistencies.
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